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We prove that if K is a Corson compact then every continuous mapping f: X + g(K) from 
any Baire space X into %(K) equipped with the pointwise convergence topology, is continuous 
at any point of a dense Gs subset of X when V(K) is equipped with the norm topology. 
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Corson compact Baire space continuity 
1. Introduction 
All spaces in the paper are Hausdorff. Let K be a compact space; we consider 
on the set Y(K) of all continuous functions on K 
(i) the topology To of pointwise convergence, 
(ii) the topology T, of uniform convergence. 
One of our purposes here is to investigate for a given subset X of g(K), the existence 
of points in X where these two topologies coincide. More generally, if X is any 
space, we consider the following property: 
X(X, K): For any r,-continuous mapping f: X + T(K) 
the set of r,,-continuity points is dense in X. 
Notice that the set of continuity points of any mapping from a topological space 
in a metrizable space is always Gs (countable intersection of open subsets) in X; 
hence, in the statement of X(X, K) one can replace ‘dense’ by ‘residual’. 
By a well known classical result we have: 
Result 1.1. If K is metrizable then N(X, K) for any Baire space X. 
It follows from the work of Namioka [8] that: 
Result 1.2. If X is a complete metric or a locally compact space then N(X, K) for any 
compact space K. 
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Recently many authors [2-4, lo-121 gave extensions of this last result by weakening 
the assumptions made on X. We mention that by a Theorem of Saint Raymond a 
space X which satisfies the conclusion of Result 1.2 is a Baire space whenever it is 
completely regular. 
In this paper we investgate the class X* of all compact space satisfying N(X, K) 
for any Bake space X. Extending Result 1.1 Deville proved that A”* contains all 
Eberlein compact spaces. We recall that a compact space is said to be Eberlein 
compact if it is homeomorphic to a weakly compact subspace of a Banach space. 
In [3] and [4] we proved that X* contains a strictly wider class of compact spaces 
introduced and studied by Talagrand [ 1 l] and Vasak [ 131. The precise definitions 
of these spaces-that we shall not give here-involve the descriptive nature of q(K) 
viewed as a subset of the product space [WK (in the particular case of Eberlein 
compact spaces %‘(K) is a K, subset of IL!“), and the proofs in [3] and [4] make 
use of Baire Property and capacities arguments. We only mention a deep Theorem 
of Gul’ko [7] which asserts that all these compact spaces are Corson. We recall the 
following definition. 
Definition 1.3. A compact space is said to be Carson if it can be embedded in some 
injinite cube [0, 11’ such that for any x E K the set of indices 
{iE I: x(i)>O) 
is at most countable. 
In this paper we prove the following result. 
Result 1.4. X* contains all Carson compact spaces. 
While finding simple and internal characterizations of elements of X* seems to 
be very unlikely, the class of Corson compact spaces is probably the largest natural 
subclass of X* that one can describe. Moreover, the proof of Result 1.4 is very 
simple compared to all particular known cases; it indicates that Corson compact 
spaces are very well adaptable in problems that can be expressed by using topological 
games (see also [6]). 
This result answers a question of Talagrand in a private correspondance; in 
particular, the idea of considering Corson compact spaces is due to him. I am also 
thankful for many conversations with him around this problem. 
2. Bake spaces 
If X is a topological space, d(X) will denote the Choquet game-also called 
Banach Mazur game by some authors-on X. We recall that in this game two players 
LY and /3 choose alternately a nonempty open subset of X contained in the opponent’s 
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last choice; player /? starts the game. Thus players cx and p construct two decreasing 
sequences ( I!.J,,)“~~ and ( V,,)ntN of open subsets of X such that: 
v,~u,~v,~~~~v*~u~~v,+,. 
Player LY wins if nnirm U, =nntN V,, # 0, and plaher p wins otherwise. For more 
details see [ 1,9, lo]. In the sequel we shall only use the following fact. 
Fact 2.1. X is a Baire space if and only ifplayer p has no winning strategy in d(X). 
Here the notion of strategy is to be understood in the sense of games with perfect 
information; which means that at each step of the game each player is informed 
of all, his and his opponent’s, previous moves, and therefore he can take these 
informations into account when constructing a strategy. 
3. Main results 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. If X is a Baire space and K a Corson compact then any r,-continuous 
mapping f: X + %T( K) is r,-continuous at any point of some residual subset of X. 
Proof. First, we will fix some notations. If I) E S?(K), then for any subset L of K 
we denote IJrLIIL=su~xtL I+(x)1 and lItill = II$IlK. All metric notations, in particular 
diameter, are to be understood relative to the uniform norm on Y(K). 
We shall assume that K is a subspace of some cube [0, 11’ and that for any 
Y = (Y(i))i,l in K the set: 
S(y)={iEI: y(i)>O} 
is countable. For any subset Y of K let: 
S(Y)= u S(Y). 
);E Y 
If J is any countable subset of I, we identify the space Z([O, l]]) as the subspace 
of %([O, l]‘), constituted of functions on [0, 11’ depending on the J-coordinates 
only, and we fix a countable subset {(cr$; k E N} of %([O, llJ) dense for the uniform 
convergence topology. Finally, for any countable subset H of K, and for any integer 
n, let 
~~(H)={~~;J=S(H),~EN}, 
We have to prove for any F > 0 the density in X, of the open subset G, of points 
where the uniform oscillation of f is QE; and by localizing the argument it is 
sufficient to show that G, is nonempty. 
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We argue by contradiction, assuming that for some fixed E > 0 the set GE is empty; 
that is, for any nonempty open subset U of X we have 
diam(f( U)) > E, 
and using this hypothesis we shall construct a strategy for player p in B(X). 
During a game in d(X) where player CY plays the open sets U,, U, , player p 
constructs open nonempty subsets V,, V,, . . . , V, and in addition finite subsets 
E,,F,,..., F,, of K satisfying 
(1) (V,~G,=P))~(F~=CYJ); 
(2) (V,+, c V,) A (F,+, = F,); 
(3) vxe vn+1, Vks n, v+ E ‘-@,z(F,J, 3~ E F,+r: ((f(x) - (cr)(v)( >fe; 
(4) (Vo#0)A((0# ul= v”)*(vn+,#ra)), 
where y, is some fixed point in K; notice that condition (4) means that such a 
construction defines a strategy for player p in B(X). 
We will now show that such a construction is possible: For n = 0 the construction 
is obvious. Suppose that during a game player /I has constructed a family 
((V,, Fk); k < n) satisfying (1) to (4), and that player (Y just played the open set 
U, = V,. Then let 
{*O,. . . , cL”l=o v ” ~n(FJ 
=sG 
and for any O< m<p, 
V”={xE un: ~yEK,I(f(x)-9*)(y)l>~E}. 
For any x E U,,\ V” we have that IIf - +“(( <te, so diam(f( U,,\ Vm)) G E Since 
V, is disjoint from G, the open set V” is dense in U,,, for any 0~ m C p; so that 
the open set V=(-Jos,,,_, V” is nonempty. Now fix some point a in V; and, for 
anyO<m<p,chooseapoint b,EK suchthatI(f(a)-r,V”)(b,)l>$a. Define 
and 
V n+l = h {XE v: IU-b) - V)(U~>~4 
m=O 
F ?I+, = F, u {b,, . . . , bP}. 
Then V,,,, is a nonempty open set (it contains a) and ( V,,, , F,,,) clearly satisfies 
conditions (2) to (4). 
Since X is a Baire space, this strategy for player p cannot be winning; hence, 
there exists a game in which player p follows this strategy and which will be won 
by player (Y. Let (U,,, Vn)nsN be such a game and put 
J, = S(F,), J= u Jn, 
nH=d 
L={yEK:S(y)cJ}= f-J {yEK:y(i)=o}. 
itI\J 
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Then L is a metrizable subcompact of K that can be embedded in [0, llJ by the 
canonical projection. Now, since the sequence (_Zn)nGN is increasing, the space 
UnGN %([O, 11”“) is dense in %([O, 11’). So, if we put Z =UnaN !P(F,) then ZL= 
{(PI‘; cp E Z} is dense in G?(L). 
Fix some X~E nnEN V,,. Since LJOskG” neN qn(Fk) = Z and IJncN F, c L, it follows 
from (3) that 
VP E r, IIf - cPIIG+ 
which is in contradiction with the density of Z’, in g(L). 0 
As we pointed out in the introduction, Saint Raymond proved [lo] that if X is a 
completely regular space which is not a Baire space, then there exists a compact 
space K such that .&“(X, K) is false; actually the compact K constructed in the 
proof is a countable product K = flnGN K,, where each K,, is the Alexandroff 
compactification of the product of a discrete space Z,, with the unit interval [0, l] 
(i.e. K, = Z,, x [0, l] u {co}). So, combining this with Theorem 3.1, we obtain: 
Theorem 3.2. For a completely regular space X, the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is a Baire space. 
(ii) X(X, K) for any Corson compact space K. 
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